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Historic Fort:
Concessions
Recreation rentals
Commercial Node:
Gastronomy
Food boats/trucks
Shopping
Performance
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Marina:
Boating
paddling
fishing
crabbing
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Sea Meadow:
wave attenuation
Crustacean harvest
Paddling
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Shore protection
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a storm-resilient, recreational strategy for the Raritan Bay
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The Big Idea :
Peripheral Multiplicity couples the need for new coastal protection strategies for New York City with the need TO
to create a robust identity for Gateway National Park system. The defensive nature of forts along the coastline are
redefined through the lense of climate change, forming recreational and commercial nodes connected by myriad
threads of pedestrian, bicycle and boating circulation. This frayed edge creates a rich, accessible legibility of the
shoreline while protecting inland development through the series of berm and breakwater ribbons that create the
circulation networks.

The Case Study :
Staten Island received massive damages along its buried historic creeks and throughout its filled historic wetlands. As
the city buys out wiped out properties, this aggregation of land can be returned to its vibrant, tidal relationship with
the Bay. Its rich expanses of ecosystems and open land will not only provide a natural buffer against storm surge, but
will also become a destination for the larger region, and thus a source for economic development.
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conceptual diagram : opening historic creeks to create storm
water runoff and storm surge expansion joints
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OAKWOOD BEACH, STATEN ISLAND

tying the city to the shore.. and the shore to the harbor
sea meadows
tidal wetland channels
motorless craft center
marina city + docking
upland - wetland basin system
productive plots
nutrient rich ponds fed by water treatment center
green/blue belt expansion
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fox beach first friday
kissam ave. allee
protective docks
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OAKWOOD BEACH, STATEN ISLAND
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TYING THE CITY TO THE SHORE, & THE SHORE TO THE HARBOR
Oakwood Beach proved fertile ground for new protective and recreational
visions with one of the highest destruction rates by super storm Sandy and
adjacencies to existing historic airfield-cum-recreational node
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URBAN EDGE

hard edge - fortified
connection to larger networks
_transportation
_commerce
_recreation
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SECONDARY EDGE

TRANSITIONAL OCCUPATION
TIDAL WETLAND
AQUATIC RECREATION

MODERATE RISK
OCEAN VIEWS
BIKING
RUNNING
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AQUATIC RECREATION
tidal wetland ribbons
kayaking
canoeing

BAY ACCESS
high risk

1
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AQUATIC HARVEST &
PRODUCTION
zostra marina
limited access

REGIONAL BANDING :
OCCUPIABLE WITHDRAWAL

The soft, ribboned edge (as opposed to seawall strategies) creates a more direct
relationship, allowing for a plethora of activities that accept tidal action and
sea level rise.
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DENSIFIED LIVING

hard edge - fortified
green belt adjacencies
increased amenities
public transportation connections

PUBLIC SPACE

outdoor amphitheater / movie screening
group fitness
exhibit space
farmer’s market

Oakwood condos

wetlands flouring through center of the debelopment

++Amenities

Veggie Buffer

swimming pool overlook
kayak launch/rentatls
ocean views
green belt links

windbreak
privacy
COASTAL DEFENSE

AQUATIC HARVEST & PRODUCTION
zostra marina
limited access
WAVE ATTENUATION

MARINA URBANISM :
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

The combined value of one block of 80 Oakwood Beach homes could be
reinvested in multi-unit housing with a more protected occupation of the shore
and an incredible increase in amenities

DENSIFIED LIVING

hard edge - fortified
immediate green belt access
increased amenities
public transportation connections

VEGETATED BUFFER

privacy from green belt circulation while maintaing
easy access to the ciruclation system
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gabions

made of concrete rubble from
sandy demolition

RIPARIAN CORRIDOR
oakwood creek
variation of hard/soft edges to
allow for selective inundation

GREEN BELT EXPANSION

KISSAM AVE . ALLEE
sourgum allee turns vibrant red
with a forsythia understory,
referencing the destruction of
the homes

PRODUCTIVE PLOTS
inundated landscape provides
ground for local small scale
farming

MARINA URBANISM

FOX BEACH FIRST FRIDAY
limited occupation structures
for workshops and exhibits.

GREEN BELT EXPANSION :
MOVING PEOPLE AND WATER TO THE SHORE

OCCUPIABLE WITHDRAWAL

